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Executive Summary
New technology
is available
that is helping
FP&A teams get
new value from
the traditional
spreadsheet
tool, Microsoft
Excel, as well
as to overcome
its challenges
and use it as
the basis for
effective FP&A.

The ability to forecast the numbers accurately is a top concern of today’s finance professionals.
The need to look ahead and precisely predict future revenue streams, business growth areas, cash
positions and other information critical to strategic decision-making is driving the evolution of a
new function within today’s competitive organization: financial planning and analysis (FP&A). FP&A
goes beyond traditional budgeting and planning to highly qualified forecasting that can help
firms navigate through the challenges of a constantly changing global economy. But how to do it
effectively in a business environment filled with uncertainty?
Information, of course, is key—the right information in the right place at the right time. In today’s
“big data” era, ERP and business intelligence (BI) systems put a wealth of important performance
information within arm’s reach of executives. The rub, however, comes with the final step—
putting the information into the executives’ hands in a manageable form that brings value easily,
efficiently and relevantly. Frequently, modern business falters here. Research shows the majority of
financial planning and analysis teams still rely on traditionally produced spreadsheets, even while
acknowledging that they are problematic in managing large volumes of data due to errors and
security concerns.1
It doesn’t have to be that way. New technology is available that is helping FP&A teams get new
value from the traditional spreadsheet tool, Microsoft Excel, as well as to overcome its challenges
and use it as the basis for effective FP&A. This new technology make Excel ERP-aware, connecting
Excel directly to the high-level and transactional finance data in the ERP system. After all, Excel
is universally accepted, permeating the business world. Doesn’t it make sense to use it to its full
potential, to leverage its capabilities and bring it fully into the “big data” era, where it can enable
FP&A innovation rather than hinder it?
This white paper will show you how.

FP&A Defined

“While the
financial
controller
typically looks
backwards,
the FP&A
professional
looks forward
and sideways,
diagonally,
upward,
downward,
multidimensionally,
and so on.”
Mark Gandy
B2B CFO freelancer

A highly rated March 2013 article in the Association for Financial Professionals’ (AFP) online
publication gtnews gave an interesting perspective on the challenges facing the FP&A function
today.2 First of all, it points out that there is no consistent definition of FP&A across industry. A decade
or so ago, the function was typically called budgeting and planning, or business finance, and often
was not separated from the function of financial reporting.
So what is this evolving profession of FP&A? The article credits a B2B CFO freelancer, Mark Gandy,
with this definition: “While the financial controller typically looks backwards, the FP&A professional
looks forward and sideways, diagonally, upward, downward, multi-dimensionally, and so on.”
Expressed more formally, FP&A moves beyond the traditional budgeting process to link strategic
and operational planning. It must focus on high-quality analytics and predictive planning to analyze
multiple scenarios and make smart decisions more quickly than ever before. Information delivered
quickly, flexibly, in a format most relevant to the issues at hand, is more important than ever.
Which brings us to our next key question: How are FP&A professionals getting their information
today, and how do they provide it to others?

Even with Big-Investment FP&A Technology, Excel is Part of the Mix
At many companies, FP&A professionals export data from ERP systems to Microsoft Excel for report
generation. Others use traditional BI systems from major vendors such as Cognos from IBM, Hyperion
from Oracle and BPC from SAP. According to a 2014 gtnews survey of 224 finance practitioners,
more than three-quarters of those that use software for FP&A use these BI systems.3
As the report points out, the systems are complex and require dedicated IT support. Consequently,
they can be challenging to maintain and manage in FP&A departments. They can require costly
involvement of specialist programmers for maintenance. (Indeed, budget constraints have
prevented greater investments in FP&A systems at 50% of the organizations in the survey; in 40%
of the companies, lack of support is also an obstacle.) The report also states that, because of
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the systems’ “inflexibility and complexity,” financial professionals are often forced to build ad hoc
Excel spreadsheet models and input results generated from the analysis.
That’s right … Excel, the widely available reporting tool that requires no capital investment. It’s
interesting to note in the survey that 73% of the respondents used Excel for more than half of the
analytical work at their organizations. Excel has indeed proven itself to be a dependable standby
when time gets tough … even when big-ticket-item BI systems from major software vendors are
in play. And with good reason. One doesn’t have to start with code in order to use Excel; people
usually adapt to its formulas and conditionals fairly quickly. It is also sharable, a good basis for the
collaboration that is essential in business today.

Mixed Feelings about Excel
Nonetheless, the gtnews survey reflects mixed feelings about Excel. Though Excel is widely used,
only 38% of the respondents said that spreadsheet programs are effective when sorting through
and interpreting large amounts of data.
According to the respondents, the prime challenge organizations face most often during a typical
monthly FP&A reporting cycle is the amount of time spent on identifying and correcting errors
in spreadsheet programs. Not good for an organization whose very mission is looking ahead. As
the survey reports, 91% of respondents cite “accurate reporting” as an important attribute in an
organization’s FP&A support system; 92% also indicate “efficient reporting” as a crucial functionality
in any technology system. So how does an FP&A team make Excel reporting more accurate and
efficient?

Blaming The Messenger
Let’s consider for a moment whether the mixed feelings about Excel are a case of “blaming the
messenger,” when other factors might lie at the heart of the problem. Are the shortcomings cited
in the survey the fault of Excel, or do they have more to do with the way FP&A professionals are
getting the data into Excel? Good question, indeed.
Experience shows us that exporting static data from ERP and BI systems into Excel can cause
inaccuracy. Some years ago, BI reporting tools added an “Export to Excel” button that makes it
easier to dump data from an ERP system into an Excel spreadsheet for formatting and manipulation.
For example, Oracle’s BI tools, including Client ADI and Discoverer, and SAP’s Report Painter and
Report Writer can export or “dump data” to Excel. BI vendors simply had to concede that Excel is
still fundamental to their customers’ reporting strategy.
The “Export to Excel” option has its limitations, however. Even though it enables a sort of automated
reporting, the process still requires several steps and human intervention. If the data changes
while the report is being written, for example, another export is required, which overwrites the
spreadsheet and requires the user to reformat the report and reapply all the calculations that
were used within the earlier version. In addition, exporting data to Excel breaks the audit trail to the
underlying source data. For any FP&A team trying to make decisions based on their company’s
data, it’s far from an ideal process.

73% of the
respondents
used Excel for
more than half
of the analytical
work at their
organizations.
Excel has indeed
proven itself to
be a dependable
standby when
time gets tough
… even when
big-ticket-item
BI systems from
major software
vendors are in
play.1

Clearly, a new approach is needed. Enter Excel-based reporting tools.

ERP-Aware Excel
Excel-based reporting tools eliminate the obstacles that FP&A teams have traditionally encountered
when trying to report ERP and BI data within an Excel spreadsheet. What’s more, the tools don’t
require a data warehouse, and are a fraction of the cost.
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How do they work? Simply put, they do more than dump static data into Excel. Excel-based
reporting tools make Excel ERP-aware, connecting Excel directly to the high-level and transactional
finance data in the ERP system. This allows the user to “pull” data into Excel—not static data, but
live, up-to-the minute data.

Excel-based
reporting tools
make Excel
ERP-aware,
connecting Excel
directly to the
high-level and
transactional
finance data
in the ERP
system. This
allows the user
to “pull” data
into Excel—not
static data, but
live, up-to-the
minute data.

The advantage? Users have complete control of the data at the time of their choosing, from
designing the report in any format or structure they want and then refreshing the data in the Excel
spreadsheet. In addition, the tools provide live, auditable links to back-end data sources, helping
reduce errors and creating an environment to get the right information to the right people in the
right format. With these tools, a drill-down function empowers users to quickly and easily trace the
source of every piece of data in the report.

Then and Now
As shown in Figure 1, traditional reporting from ERP systems defines and executes reports in the ERP
system, and then the data is dumped into Excel for review and distribution. The disconnect is fertile
ground for inefficiency and inaccuracy, especially when changes are made and data has to be
re-exported into Excel.
Figure 1: Traditional Reporting Cycle
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Figure 2 shows the Excel-based reporting model, in which Excel is used to define, execute, review
and distribute reports in a fraction of the time. With the ability to refresh the values in place through
special linked formulae and drill-down to a full audit trail, the disconnect between the ERP data
and the reporting mechanism is eliminated.
Figure 2: Excel-Based Reporting Cycle
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The Benefits
Why is an Excel front-end to your ERP so valuable for reporting? Users typically need their data in
Excel to format it further for presentation, or to do further analysis or to share and collaborate with
other departments or to share with other external parties. In Excel, reports can be created to the
exact presentation quality and format that is needed. Users can take as much time and make as
many adjustments to the report as they like, and still be working with up-to-the minute data from
the ERP system, not yesterday’s or last week’s.
Here are the key benefits that many organizations enjoy using Excel-based reporting tools that
provide a front-end to ERP data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They require no data warehouse.
They source data directly from the core ERP system with secure HTTP connection.
They integrate security, adopting the ERP system username and passwords, so there is no
need to rebuild security profiles, a time-consuming step that data warehouse tools require.
They provide access to real-time data, not staged data.
They publish to Microsoft Excel rather than a proprietary BI reporting tool.
They enable highly efficient financial reporting, shorter month ends and faster refreshes.
Using Excel exclusively for report development, execution, formatting and publishing
means less switching between applications and much higher productivity throughout
the reporting cycle.
Excel-based tools facilitate rapid user adoption and acceptance.
Users can easily create, edit and publish finance reports without the assistance of IT and
with very little training.
Non-Excel or even Excel-like solutions are often rejected by users as not ‘the real thing’.
Excel is already licensed, installed and supported on the desktop. No additional training
is necessary.
Users are familiar with using Excel in other Office applications like MS Word, Powerpoint
and Outlook, which means further compatibility issues are eliminated.
Multiple reporting requirements for different stakeholders are easily accommodated.
They can automate the mass creation and distribution of reports.

Here are other benefits Excel-based reporting tools provide:
Table 1: Comparison of Standard Reporting Drawbacks to Benefits of Excel-Based Tools

Standard Reporting Drawbacks

Excel-Based Reporting Benefits

Finance users dependent on IT support when
creating multi-dimensional and ad hoc reports

Finance users independently create and modify
complex reports reflecting multiple sets of books

Standard reporting tools maintained by IT

Finance installs and maintains Excel-based
reporting tool without extensive support from IT
or database administrators

New reports required lengthy development
and testing cycle by IT

Finance users quickly create ad hoc and
standard reports using a familiar Excel front end

Reports reflected static snapshot of ERP general
ledger (GL) data from time of download into
data warehouse and then Excel

Reports link to live general ledger (GL) data
through Excel front end that allows drill down to
further detail

End users of reports lacked confidence in
data accuracy due to download process

Excel-based reporting tools prompt users for
refresh to gather latest ERP data, providing
assurance of both completeness and accuracy

In Excel, reports
can be created
to the exact
presentation
quality and
format that is
needed. Users
can take as
much time and
make as many
adjustments to
the report as
they like, and
still be working
with up-to-the
minute data
from the ERP
system, not
yesterday’s or
last week’s.
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Excel-based reporting tools enable all types of reports that FP&A professionals need to do their
jobs, including standard month-end reporting, Balance Sheet reconciliations, P&L reporting,
trend reporting and analysis, ad hoc analysis using drill-down, subsidiary reporting packs,
statutory financial statements and notes to the accounts and monthly reconciliations.

Probe Deeper, Understand More: One Company’s Experience
A recent CFO Innovation article featured one company’s experience with Excel-based reporting
tools. The Esquel Group, a US$1.3 billion Hong Kong enterprise, manufactures shirts for high-profile
clients such as Ralph Lauren, Lacoste and Brooks Brothers, and covers the supply chain spectrum
from cotton farming to weaving to retail. With about a dozen factories and other units in China,
Malaysia, Mauritius, Sri Lanka and Vietnam, the company found that monthly financial closing
at the site level required seven working days or more. There wasn’t much time for FP&A when
routine reporting functions consumed so much of the business day.

Esquel found
the solution—
the Excel-based
reporting tool
GL Wand,
developed by
Excel4apps.
Because it
can tap into
the Oracle GL
balances and
transactional
data with an
Excel interface,
it makes the
finance team’s
work easier and
faster because
they don’t
have to use the
reporting tools
in Oracle.

A major obstacle was the manual adjustments required to the Excel files produced with data from
the company’s Oracle system and shared between the sites and the head office consolidation
team.
When Oracle launched its Release 12, the company conducted a major review of accounting
and finance processes, as well as reporting requirements, which took up a major portion of
the finance team’s time. Excel was used for reporting, which the team preferred over Oracle’s
reporting modules.
Esquel found the solution—the Excel-based reporting tool GL Wand, developed by Excel4apps.
Because it can tap into the Oracle GL balances and transactional data with an Excel interface,
it makes the finance team’s work easier and faster. Many on the finance team already had
strong skills in Excel. Another plus was GL Wand’s ability to refresh in place all the financial report
templates at a click of a button.
“The local sites will be able to probe deeper and understand more,” said Wilkie Wong, Esquel’s
CFO. “I want them to spend five minutes creating the report and five hours to understand, to
analyze, to ask questions. They see some anomalies, they see some trends, they go and talk to
the business people.”4
It’s the kind of work that transforms a business finance team into a true Financial Planning &
Analysis organization.

A Quick Win
A February 2014 article published online at the AICPA Store discussed how the role of the CFO
is changing. There is a new “lean” mentality that provides corporate finance professionals
with a unique opportunity to streamline workflow to the point where productivity and profits
rise as infrastructure falls.5 Eliminating time wasting tools and processes in the area of desktop
integration with ERP can be very effective.
That’s why it makes sense to keep Excel as part of an FP&A strategy and reap its full benefit
without making uninformed and rushed investment decisions on new software. Excel-based
reporting tools are a quick win in driving a workflow streamlining initiative. They can help FP&A
teams spend more time in high value-add areas like budgeting, cost management, health care,
financial analysis, and measuring other key performance indicators. The more time spent in
these areas, the more likely the finance department will be in helping business units achieve their
stated objective of minimizing costs and maximizing profits. With Excel-based reporting tools, it is
easy to obtain, analyze, share and present essential information in such a way that it will result in
positive change … and an FP&A team that is truly able to look ahead.
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Excel4apps Excel-Based Reporting Tools
For Oracle E-Business Suite:
•

GL Wand: The world’s most powerful and easy-to-use financial reporting tool for Oracle
E-Business Suite 11i/R12 users.

•

Reports Wand: Real-time, Excel-based query and reporting tool for any any module within
E-Business Suite. Eliminates exporting from other tools into Excel, allows for highly customized
reports and is an effective replacement to Oracle Discoverer.

•

Budget Wand: Use Excel as the front end to the Oracle General Ledger Budgeting functionality.

For SAP Financials:
•

GL Wand: An Excel-based financial reporting tool for finance professionals using SAP Financials
for SAP 4.7, ERP 2004/ECC 5.0, or ERP 2005/ECC 6.0.

•

Reports Wand: Rapidly develop highly customized reports to meet even the most complex
requirements. Reports Wand is pre-integrated with SAP and has been designed to leverage
existing SAP configuration within the SAP environment.

For More Information

“GL Wand
provided an
immediate
improvement
in both quality
of information
and efficiency,
helping drive
at least 4-5
days out of our
monthly closing
process ...”
Rodney Tillinghast,
Corporate Controller,
Taconic

The best way to assess if Excel4apps Wands meet your unique requirements is to schedule a live
demonstration and take advantage of the free, supported, in-house trial on your own data.
Contact us at www.excel4apps.com/contact or visit www.excel4apps.com/trialit to start your free
trial today.

“This has to be
the quickest
ROI we’ve had
on any software
investment.”—
J. Raffensberger
(MBA), Corporate
Controller, Glatfelters
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“
“

What Users are Saying about
Excel-Based Reporting Tools

This product makes a
tremendous difference for
financial and accounting
teams. You can’t run your
business if you can’t get
the information you need,
and GL Wand delivers. It’s
a fantastic product.”
Sue Della, Sr. Management
Accountant, Premier Coal Limited

We are required to finish
our financial reporting
package for each month
by the second working
day of the following month.
In 2009, it took us four or
sometimes five days. GL
Wand has, among other
improvements, helped to
cut that time in half.”

“

Christian Falke, Financial Controller,
StepStone GmbH

It took less than two hours
to train report users. The
time savings for everyone
is incredible.”
Francis Nocom, Application
Manager, Cochlear

“
“

Across the company, I
could save a week easily
on running and modifying
reports with GL Wand. We
are avoiding inefficiencies
and saving money by having
more timely information.”
Sue Della, Sr. Management
Accountant, Premier Coal Limited

Installation was as easy as
you can get from a software
standpoint, and we were
up and running faster than
with any software package
we’ve ever used. Also, from
an IT standpoint, we could
see that maintenance was
extremely minimal.”
Rob Duncan, CIO,
Powell Industries

“

We saved about 50 hours
a month on intercompany
reconciliations thanks to
faster data compilation
using GL Wand.”
Michelle Wallace, Sr. Manager,
Arbonne International, LLC

“
“

I would estimate
GL Wand saves
me something like
10 hours a month
compared with
standard Oracle
reporting.”
Karl Wansbone, Financial
Accountant, Trustpower

GL Wand has given
our finance users
the freedom to think
outside the box and
be more innovative
with business
performance
metrics.”
Martin Stanton, VP Finance,
Destination Hotels & Resorts

“

Rarely do users thank
you for a new product,
but almost every
controller has thanked
IT for GL Wand.”
Rob Duncan, CIO,
Powell Industries

For More Information
www.excel4apps.com/contact
E-mail sales@excel4apps.com
Excel4apps is a best-in-class provider of Excelbased reporting, inquiry, and budget-loading
software for Oracle and SAP. Designed for
finance professionals, its award-winning GL
Wand, Reports Wand and Budget Wand
products easily and securely deliver realtime ERP data using Microsoft Excel® to
save reporting time and effort. Excel4apps
serves over 17,000 Oracle and SAP users in 62
countries, with offices in Australia, the United
States, United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates,
Singapore, and South Africa.

www.excel4apps.com
facebook.com/
excel4apps
linkedin.com/company/
excel4apps
twitter.com/
excel4apps
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